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Abstract

The burden and standard of proof in election petition without criminal allegation is in tandem with the extant Evidence Act, as election petitions are sui generis. The purpose of electoral laws is to obtain a correct expression of the intent of the voters. However, this article argues that whereas proof of election petition without criminal allegations requires proof on the preponderance of evidence as in the normal civil suits, the shallow chant of “he who asserts must prove” in the extant law is a conduit pipe for electoral injustice. The article makes a clarion call for the amendment of the relevant extant electoral law to usher in a legal regime of burden of proof on the pleadings of parties, where whoever asserts the affirmative or positive must prove on the state of the pleadings. The rebuttable presumption of the regularity of the conduct of elections and declaration of results, no longer serve the end of justice in our electoral process. The method of research is a case review of a case research of Atiku v. Buhari (2019). It concludes from it finding on the case that the Electoral Act 2010 requires yet another amendment in this light to place the burden of proof of the regularity of elections and declaration of results on the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC), to meet the desired justice contemplated in the electoral process.
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Introduction

Election is a distinctive feature of democratic societies. It enables electorates to determine who represents them in the legislative and executive arms of government in an organized society. It is generally conceived as a means of peaceful change of leadership in organized societies[1] as it provides the best option for an orderly succession of leadership even though the experience has not been the same[2]. In Nigeria, like other jurisdictions, election petition is widely known and acceptable legal means of expressing contestants’ dissatisfaction with an election result as declared. It is on the premises of legislative framework and court proceedings that form the major means of overturning a flawed victory in an election[3]. Not only may an election result be challenged by petition, flawed processes of nomination of a candidate for an election can also lead to replacement of a wrongly filled candidate with the right one. The case of Rotimi Chibuke Ameachi[4] the former governor of Rivers State of Nigeria is highly instructive. Election petitions in the country are commonly presented before election petition tribunals like the National and Legislative Houses Election Petition Tribunal, the Governorship Election Petition Tribunal, the Presidential Election Petition Tribunal and the local government council election petitions tribunal either established pursuant to the provisions of the constitution or pursuant to the Electoral laws of the respective states of the federation. The election tribunals are required to decide any petition filed in accordance with the rules of evidence[5]. That is, no petitioner gets an election return overturned in his favour until he discharges the burden of rebutting the presumption of regularity of such election returns. The statute which regulates the taking and receiving of evidence in Nigeria is the Evidence Act 2011 (hereinafter referred to as the Act). This is a statute that is meant to regulate civil and criminal proceedings in Nigeria to the exclusion of some courts expressly mentioned. The trend over the years has been the application of the provisions of the said statute in election petition particularly in the area of criminal allegation. The election petition tribunals including the Supreme Court have always invoked the requirement proof beyond reasonable doubt in any election petition where crime is alleged. This article analyses the provisions of the Act with a view to determining the propriety or otherwise of the application of proof beyond reasonable doubt in election petitions alleging crime regard being had to the fact that election petitions are sui generis.
Summary of facts and decision of the Presidential Election Petition Tribunal and the Supreme Court

The 2019 Presidential election held on 23rd February, 2019 was a two-horse race between the Candidates of the ruling All Progressives Congress (APC), Muhammadu Buhari and that of the People’s Democratic Party (PDP), Atiku Abubakar. At the end of the said election, the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) declared Muhammadu Buhari as the winner of the election and returned him as duly elected. Dissatisfied with the INEC declaration and pronouncement, the PDP candidate, Atiku Abubakar approached the Presidential Election Petition Tribunal with his petition against the election and return of President Buhari which election petition was anchored on two major grounds. The first ground was that President Buhari did not possess the minimum educational requirement to have contested for the said election and the second ground which is relevant to this article was that Muhammadu Buhari did not score the majority of lawful votes cast in the election and the fact that the election was marred by irregularities and non-compliance with the electoral laws. Joined in the suit as Respondents, were Muhammadu Buhari, the All Progressives Congress, APC and the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC).

At the tribunal hearing, the Petitioners, the PDP and his candidate Atiku Abubakar called 62 witnesses to prove their case including an ICT expert, Mr. David Njorga from Kenya and tendered 40, 000 documents. The Petitioners tendered documents from the 36 States of the federation to support their claim that INEC deducted their votes and added same to that of President Buhari of the APC which act undermined their victory. The Petitioner claimed that information they independently secured from INEC’s back-end server, revealed that they defeated President Buhari at the election with 1.6 Million votes. At the end of the Petitioners’ case, the APC and its candidate opened their Defence and also called witnesses but alas INEC did not call a single witness. At the end of the whole thing, the five-member tribunal led by Justice Mohammed Garba dismissed the petition on the ground that the Petitioners were unable to prove their allegation against the Respondents. The tribunal went further to hold that President Buhari was duly elected and returned as the President. The Petitioners’ subsequent appeal to the Supreme Court was equally dismissed on 30th October, 2019 on the same basis of the Petitioners’ inability to prove their allegations the Respondents.

The outcome of this case at the Supreme Court has been the trend in the holding of election petition wherever a criminal allegation is made, however, a new jurisprudence is due to emerge from the trend in the interest of justice, hence this review that this article will now undertake in the next segment.

Review of Case and Appraisal

Having laid out the facts and decisions of the Courts in the case under review, the next question is, based on the facts as succinctly stated, is it still right and appropriate to place the whole burden of proof on the petitioner in an election petition and insist that the burden must remain on him throughout the hearing process in an election petition which is not a criminal trial whereby the prosecution bears the sole burden of proving the guilt of a defendant from the beginning to the end?. The answer to this poser is the reason for this review which is to highlight why the burden of proof in an election petition should not be permanently fixed on the petitioner but be based on the state of the pleadings of parties that is on the party who is making and asserting the affirmative at every particular time in the case.

In the first place, it is a common knowledge that in every election petition, the position of INEC has always been that the election complied with the Electoral Act and other rules and regulation made for the election, always relying and drawing strength from the presumption of regularity as provided in the Evidence Act which is not supposed to be so. As a matter of fact, in the 2019 Presidential election petition, the Petitioners did their best. The Petitioner discharged the legal burden on them by calling evidence to show why the election, declaration and return of President Buhari should not stand based on the infractions of the law committed by APC, its candidate and by the electoral umpire, INEC. The Petitioners tendered documents from the 36 States of the country showing that INEC unlawfully deducted their votes which undermined their victory. The Petitioner relied on the results generated from the INEC server which matched the results generated by their Agents across the 36 States of the federation but different from the actual result declared by INEC. As in other normal civil matters, the Petitioner satisfied the standard of proof which is based on preponderance of evidence [6]. Having done this, the evidential onus of proof should have shifted to INEC as the electoral umpire who conducted the election to show why the election should be retained as properly conducted, not that the Court should expect the petitioners to show the magnitude of the infractions of the law on the election in general. An election petition is not a criminal trial in which the prosecution is expected to prove the case against the defendant beyond reasonable doubt [7]. INEC mere denial of owing a server without more from them should not have been believed hook, line and sinker by the tribunal or the Supreme Court. After all, INEC did not call a single witness which if done would have afforded the Petitioners the opportunity of cross examining those witnesses on the issue of Server. The Petitioners called a huge 62 witnesses who all gave evidence in respect of what happened in their respective states and on the issue of server. What more did the tribunal or the Supreme Court expect from Atiku and his party PDP?


Generally, the phrase “burden of proof” refers to the obligation on a litigant to adduce evidence of a contested allegation of fact before a court of law or other judicial or quasi-judicial tribunals. In the nutshell, burden of proof imposes a mandatory obligation on a litigant to prove or disprove what is alleged to be true. It is pertinent to note that different legal scholars see the burden of proof from different perspectives. J.B. Thayer took the view that the phrase “burden of proof” could be seen from two different perspectives. The first perspective is that it places a peculiar duty on the party who has the risk of any given proposition on which parties are at issue; the party who will lose the case if he does not make the proposition out, when all has been said and done. Thayer’s second perspective of burden of proof is that it means “[t]he duty of going forward in argument or a case, or at any later movement throughout the trial or discussion”. Phipson also gave two meanings to the
The phrase “burden of proof” as applicable to judicial proceedings, namely, the burden of proof as a matter of law and pleading and the burden of proof in the sense of adducing, “the duty of going forward in argument or in producing evidence whether at the beginning of a case, or at any later moment throughout the trial or decision”. The same two meanings of the legal burden or burden of proof simpliciter and the evidential burden resonated in Cross' view. The same approach is discoverable from other scholars. According to Rolin M. Parkins and Ronald N. Boyce:

“In the past, the term “burden of proof” has been used in two different senses: (1) the burden of going forward with the evidence. The party having this burden must introduce some evidence if he wishes to get a certain issue into the case. If he introduces enough evidence to require consideration of this issue, this burden must be met (2) burden of proof in the sense of carrying the risk of non-persuasion. The one who has the burden stands to lose if his evidence fails to convince the jury or the Judge in a non-jury trial. The present trend is to use the term “burden of proof” only with this second meaning…. “

William D. Hawkland made a similar submission on the phrase, “Burden of proof” as follows:

“The expression “burden of proof” is tricky to mean various things. Strictly speaking, burden of proof denotes the duty of establishing by a fair preponderance of the evidence the truth of the operative facts upon which the issue at hand is made to turn by substantive law. Secondary sense is to mean the burden of going forward with the evidence. In this sense, it is sometimes said that a party has the burden of countering with evidence a prima facie case made against that party”.

[9] Again, it is thus obvious from the above that though different scholars use different nomenclature, they all tend towards the common theme of the duty to adduce evidence in support of a claim in court. For instance, Phipson’s burden of proof as a matter of law and pleading is one and the same as Cross’s legal burden or burden of proof simpliciter. In the same vein, Phipson’s burden of proof in the sense of adducing evidence relates to Cross’s evidential burden. This incidentally is the approach followed by Nigerian courts as well as in the Nigerian Evidence Act. In Ezeuba v. Ibeneme, [9] the Supreme Court of Nigeria affirmed that:

“In civil cases, the phrase "burden of proof" has two distinct and frequently confused meanings. Firstly, it may mean the burden of proof as a matter of law and the pleadings usually referred to as the legal burden or the burden of establishing a case; secondly, the burden of proof in the sense of adducing evidence often referred to as the evidential burden. While the burden of proof in the first sense is always stable or static; the burden of proof in the second sense may shift constantly as one scale of evidence or the other preponderates”.

It is submitted that the incontrovertible inference from the above analysis on the phrase, burden of proof is that technically, the phrase refers to two distinct types of burdens, namely: the legal burden and the evidential burden. The legal burden is the obligation of a party to prove or disprove a contested fact either by preponderance of evidence or beyond reasonable doubt, whichever is applicable [10]. Ipso facto, a litigant certainly loses his case if he fails to discharge the legal burden of proof. The courts decide the paramount question whether a party has discharged the legal burden only at the conclusion of the trial. Against this background, the legal burden generally, usually lies on one of the parties and does not shift to the other party throughout the length and breadth of the trial. On the other hand, evidential burden refers to the obligation on a party to adduce sufficient evidence of a particularly contested fact in order to justify a decision on that fact in his favour. A litigant who fails to discharge the evidential burden in a case carries the risk, but not the certainty of losing the whole or some part of the case. Furthermore, unlike the legal burden, the evidential burden is not static: it keeps shifting between the parties throughout the course of the trial [11].

The Court of appeal in the case of Arum v. Nwobodo, [12] drew a worthy distinction between “burden of proof” and “evidential burden”.

The Court puts it aptly thus: “There is a distinction between the “burden of proof” in a case and the “evidential burden” in a case. The former, as an inflexible rule, rests on the plaintiff in civil matters while the latter is the onus of proof on one making a specific assertion over a particular point essential to his case regardless of whether the person making the assertion is the defendant”

The Court went further to situate the perception of evidential burden on specific provisions of the Evidence Act 2011 (as amended), as follows: “The evidential burden in a suit imports that where a given allegation, whether affirmative or negative, forms an essential part of a party’s case, the onus of proof of such allegation rest on that party. The evidential burden is thus complimentary to the general principle of burden of proof that has its origin in sections 135, 136 and 137 of the Evidence Act CAP E14 2004 and whenever its application is warranted, it is said that the burden of proof to establish a particular assertion has shifted…” [13]

As earlier mentioned, the approach of Nigerian courts is anchored on the provisions of sections 131 and 132 of the Evidence Act. Section 131(1) and (2) provides that he who asserts the existence of the existence of facts must prove that they exist, and that the burden of proof lies on a person who alleges the existence of the facts. Importantly, by section 132, “[t]he burden of proof in a suit or proceedings lies on that person who would fail if no evidence at all were given on either side.” By section 133, the burden of first proving the existence or non-existence of a fact lies on the party against whom the judgement of the court would be given if no evidence were produced on either side, regard being had to any presumption that may arise on the pleadings.

**Burden of Proof in Civil Cases**

The burden of proof in civil cases is regulated by the combined provisions of sections 131, 132 and 133 of the Evidence Act, as set out above. In a plethora of cases, Nigerian courts have given judicial expressions to the above principles enshrined in sections 131, 132 and 133 of the Evidence Act. The case of Onwuka v. Omoigui [14] restated the general rule in civil cases that the burden of proof rests upon the party who substantially asserts the affirmative before adducing evidence. In other words, the burden of proof lies on the person who will fail assuming no evidence is adduced on either side. In Songhai Limited v. United Bank for Africa [15] it was held that “the basic principle governing
the incidence of burden of proof is that the obligation of going further if he wishes to win, rests”.

It is therefore trite law that the burden in civil cases is generally, always but not invariably, on the claimant. It was against this legal background that the Court held in the case of *Mogaji v. Odofin* [17] that “the onus is on the plaintiff to adduce credible evidence to prove his case before it becomes necessary for the defendant to call evidence to rebut the plaintiff’s assertion”. In other words, the plaintiff cannot succeed by reason of the weakness of the defendant’s case; it is a plaintiff’s duty to show that he is entitled to judgment based on the evidence adduced by them at the trial.

**Standard of Proof in Civil Cases**

The standard of proof is to all intent and purposes the level of proof which the court requires before it can reach a conclusion that a litigating party before it has discharged the burden of proof placed on such litigant. It is therefore the level of acceptability of evidence before it, in order to give judgement in favour of such party. In the law of evidence, there are two different standards. The standard of proof in criminal cases differs from civil cases.

The standard of proof required in civil cases is proof on the balance of probability or preponderance of evidence. The Supreme Court of Nigeria, in the classical case of *Mogaji v. Odofin* [17] indicated how the decision on the balance of probability or preponderance of evidence can be reached.

**According to the Court:** “The judge should first of all put the totality of the testimony adduced by both parties on an imaginary scale. He should then put the evidence of the plaintiff on one side of the imaginary scale and put the evidence of the defendant on the other side of the scale. The judge is then expected to weigh the two pieces of evidence together. The judge is then to decide which of the two pieces of evidence is heavier. This is not to be decided by the number of witnesses called but by the quality and probative value of the testimony of the witnesses. The admissibility, relevance, credibility and conclusiveness of the evidence will naturally help the judge in coming to the conclusion in favour of one party against the other”.

In the course of this judicial exercise, the court need not search for the exact mathematical calculus in the weighing machine, as no figure borne out of the calculus exist with mathematical precision, rather the judge relies on his judicial and judicious mind in determining where the imaginary scale tilts. This was again brilliantly and figuratively expressed by Eso JSC in the *State v. Aibangbe* [18] as follows;

“For, be it noted, a court of law is a court of cold facts and law and not a court of fiction. Fiction belongs to Alice in Wonderland, facts belong to the court where the judge, almost invariably, sees in his mind a scale, hence it is called an imaginary scale. He feeds facts into either scale, depending on which side gives the evidence. In a criminal case, until the prosecution weighs right down the judge does not convict. In a civil case the judge measures the delicacy of the tilting scale at the time he assesses the evidence. The tilt may be slight yet he gives judgment for the side to whom it tilts. If there is no evidence fed into one of the scales, then it is for whom the bell tolls. It tolls for the empty scale, for eminently, the slightly fed scale wins against the empty scale”.

The imaginary scale measure is not a ritualistic exercise that bears not on the justice of the case; it is an intricate part of the judicial process and which weighs heavily on the eventual decision the court would take in seeking to achieve substantive justice in the case at bar. As succinctly stated by the Supreme Court in *Dibiamaka v. Osakwe* [19] “This scale though imaginary is still the scale of justice and the scale of truth, such scale will automatically repel any and all false evidence. What ought to go into that scale should therefore be no other than credible evidence. What is therefore necessary in deciding what goes into the imaginary scale is the value, credibility and quality as well as probative essence of the evidence. If any evidence is disbelieved then such evidence has no probative value and should therefore not go into the imaginary scale”.

It must be borne in mind that in the justice of the case is not determined by the number of witnesses called by a party – justice is not for the party who controls the mob – but for the party who is also to prove their case, by the best evidence even of a lone witness. This is in tandem with the view of the Court of Appeal in *Akanni v. Odejide* [20] where it declared:

“‘A civil case is decided on preponderance of evidence. The decision having to be on balance of probability, the trial court has to place the evidence of the parties on an imaginary scale and determine which of the evidence outweighs the other. In such exercise, it is not the number of witnesses that is used in determining the balance but the probative value of the evidence. That is, the trial court would have regard only to whether the evidence is admissible, relevant, credible, conclusive and more probable than that adduced by the other party. Consequently, the degree of preponderance of evidence may be less where a civil case is uncontested’.

The court ipso facto evaluates the evidence. The trial court is in the best position to evaluate the evidence of witnesses because of the exclusive advantage of seeing the witnesses, their comportment and demeanour in the witness box. This was echoed by the Court of Appeal in the case of *Oluwole v. Abubakare* [21].

**Nature of Election Petitions and Burden of Proof**

Election petition cases are within the realm of civil proceedings. However, they are not seen as civil proceedings in the ordinary sense nor are they treated as normal civil proceedings. *Uwaifo JSC* stated in the case of *Buhari v. Yusuf* [22] that election petitions are distinct from the ordinary civil proceedings and in certain circumstances, the slightest default in complying with procedural step which otherwise could either be cured or waived in ordinary civil proceedings could result in fatal consequences to the petition. In the words of his Lordship, “an election petition is neither seen as a civil proceedings in the ordinary sense nor, of course, a criminal proceeding. It can be regarded as a proceeding sui generis”. In *Obih v. Mhamwe*, Kalgo JSC categorically postulated that there is no doubt at all that “an election petition is not to be treated under peculiar provisions of the relevant electoral law and is not particularly related to the ordinary rights and obligations of the parties concerned”.

It thus follows that as election matters are sui generis and do not deal with the general civil rights and obligations of parties, they are not such that are properly within the jurisdiction of the High Court. In the case *Oruha v. NEC* [23]...
the Appeal Court held that election petitions are peculiar in nature, and because of this peculiarity and importance to the wellbeing of a democratic society, they are "[r]egarded with aura that places them over and above normal day to day transaction between individuals which give rise to ordinary claims in Court". Oguntade JCA restated this judicial position in the case of Abdullahi v. Elayo [24] where he declared that "it must also be borne in mind that an election is not always to be treated as the ordinary civil suits in Court. An election legislation creates a special jurisdiction and the ordinary rules of procedure in civil cases do not always serve to effectuate its purposes." All these peculiarities exist to distinguish election proceedings with such a difference that can originate a difference jurisprudential approach to the requirement of proof that have become the trend of injustice in the achievement of true election in Nigeria. The plethora of judicial authorities on the nature and peculiarities of election petition agree only to the extent that it is civil proceedings, but, in a unique and peculiar class of its own, that it is not to be treated as a normal civil proceeding. It is therefore distinct in nature and procedure from other civil proceedings. It therefore means of its own kind or class; unique or peculiar. Election petitions therefore belong to a special class of their own and enjoy special treatment by the constitution and under the law regulating the practice and procedure in civil proceedings. The peculiar nature of election petitions lies in the fact, inter alia, that the right of access to election tribunals is as provided for by the law guiding the conduct of the election. Also, election petitions are in a class of their own. They are to fast-track the hearing of petitions that are not allowed to be unduly fettered by technicalities. Hence, the jurisdiction of any tribunal to deal with such matters as election petition was a special jurisdiction of a very special nature which did not carry with it the ordinary incidents of appeal in an ordinary civil case. For instance, the joinder or non-joinder of a party that may be excused under ordinary civil proceedings is fatal to an election petition. In Samsamro v. Anka [25] the Court of Appeal unequivocally declared that: "Election petitions are not like ordinary civil proceedings. If it were so, then non-joinder of a party or even a misjoinder of a party in a petition like in ordinary civil suit will not affect the jurisdiction of the Court on the suit. In an election petition, the rules creating the right to file the petition, the categories of complaints that can be made and the language and the format of the petition are contained in the statute which also creates the tribunal to preside over the petition are clearly set out in the Decree. Non-Compliance with the rules creating the facility for the petition means there is no petition. It is a misconception to compare the proceedings created in Decree No 5 of 1999 with ordinary proceedings".

It is worthy of note therefore that in view of the peculiar nature of election petitions, guidance in its adjudication, is to be drawn only from the relevant statute from which the Court derives its jurisdiction. It is submitted therefore that the general principles of law applicable in other civil matters are not necessarily applicable to election petitions. In the case of Ezeobi v. Nzeka [20] the Court of Appeal rejected the legal argument equating "cause of action" in civil cases to "cause of action" in election petitions. In the case of Falae v. Obasanjo. [27] the petitioner sought to apply the provisions of the African Charter on Human and People's Rights to an election petition, the Court of Appeal held that the provisions of the Charter did not apply to election petition proceedings.

While it is incontrovertible that election petitions are special proceedings 'completely divorced and separate, it shares a common characteristic with ordinary civil cases in matters relating burden and standard of proof.

**Burden and Standard of Proof in Election Petitions**

The legal burden in an election petition lies on the petitioner. In Buhari v INEC (Supra) it was held that a petitioner who files a petition under section 145(1) of the Electoral Act has the burden to prove the ground or grounds. This is because he is the party alleging the grounds and he has a duty to prove the affirmative. He is the party who will lose if no evidence is given on the grounds. If the petitioner does not prove his case under section 145(1) of the Act, the action fails.

It thus follows that the Electoral Act as well as the Evidence Act imposes a strict burden on the petitioner and the petition fails if the petitioner fails to discharge the duty of proof. The petitioner’s task is made more arduous by the fact that the Election Tribunals do not just require a petitioner, who alleges non-compliance with the Electoral Act, to prove such, but also to prove that the non-compliance substantially affected the result of the election. Even when the petitioner has had a good shot at discharging these requirements of proof, the Tribunal may yet dismiss his petition on the belief that "there are no perfect elections anywhere". It follows that it is the petitioner who has the onerous duty of proving the allegations set out in the election petition. There exist in law a rebuttable presumption that the result of any election declared by the electoral commission is correct and authentic and so the onus is on the person who denies its correctness and authenticity to rebut the presumption. The Court of Appeal echoed this rebuttable presumption of law in the case of Independent National Electoral Commission v. Ray [28] where the petitioner challenged the reliance of the tribunal on the authenticity of the result declared by the Independent National Electoral Commission. The Court of Appeal echoed the position of the law succinctly as follows:

"Issue No 2 was whether the tribunal was right to have relied on the results tendered by the petitioner as the authentic results of the election. The learned counsel recapitulated on the exhibits evidencing results tendered by both the petitioner and the respondents and posed the question as to which of the two sets was the authentic result of the election. That under the 1999 Constitution and the Electoral Act 2002, the 1st appellant is the competent authority to conduct elections and issue result. The case of Nwobodo v. Onoh (1984) ISCNLR 1; (1984) ISCI; (1984) LRECN 369 is in point. That any result issued by the 1st appellant is therefore presumed to be correct and authentic. Sections 115, 149 and 150 of the Evidence Act are relevant in support and under reference; also the authority of Sowemimo v. Awobajo & 20Ts, (1999) 7NWLR (pt. 610) 335 (1999) ILRECN, 25..."”

It is submitted that the rebuttable presumption of correctness in relation to the conduct of elections and issuance of results on the part of the competent authority responsible for same – the Independent National Electoral Commission – is why the onus is on any person who denies its correctness and
authenticity to rebut the presumption. This was the legal reasoning of the court in the case of Awuse v. Odili [29] where the court emphatically stated that:

“The onus of proof in an election petition, like in ordinary civil cases, is on the person questioning the results of an election. The onus is however not static. It shifts from one side of the litigation to the other and vice-versa, from time to time as the petition progresses and eventually rests on the party who would fail if no further evidence is given on either side”.

In an election petition it is the party who asserts particular facts in their pleadings that has the onerous onus of proving such facts by adducing credible evidence. Ipso facto, if the party fails to prove such particular facts he asserts, his case will fail. Conversely, if the party successfully proves such facts, the burden of proof that rest on him would have been discharged. The onus of proof in an election petition is in consonance with that required in ordinary cases, which is on the person questioning the result of the election. The proof required therefore is on the balance of probability or the preponderance of evidence. The burden placed on the petitioner is the same as that placed on the plaintiff in civil matters by sections 134 to 136 of the Evidence Act, which states that “[t]he burden of proof shall be discharged on the balance of probabilities in all civil proceedings”, except where the commission of a crime by a party “to any proceeding is directly in issue in any proceeding, civil or criminal, it must be proved beyond reasonable doubt”. Generally, section 136 of the Evidence Act 2011 provides that:

(1) The burden of proof as to any particular fact lies on that person who wishes the Court to believe in its existence unless it is provided by any law that the proof of that fact shall lie on any particular person, but the burden may in the course of a case be shifted from one side to the other.

(2) In considering the amount of evidence necessary to shift the burden of proof, regard shall be had by the Court to the opportunity of knowledge with respect to the fact to be proved which may be possessed by the parties respectively.

It is submitted that, whereas the provisions of section 134 of the Evidence Act, states the general rule, that the burden of proof shall be discharged on the balance of probabilities or preponderance of evidence in all civil proceedings, a fortiori, in election petitions. Section 136(1) of the Evidence Act states emphatically that the onus of proof is not static. It oscillates and vacillates like a pendulum, from one side of the litigation to the other and vice versa from time to time as the petition progresses. While the fact that constitutes civil claims will be expected to proven on the balance of probability, the criminal allegations will be required to be proven beyond reasonable doubt. Maxwell Gidado and Chidi Ojukwu [30] examined this in the case of Action Congress (AC), Aitiku Abubakar v. INEC [31] where the Supreme Court held that the INEC lacked the constitutional power to disqualify candidates for an election and that “the imposition of penalty of disqualification for embezzlement or fraud solely on the basis of an indictment by an administrative panel of iniquity implies a presumption of guilty contrary to section 36(5) of the CFRN 1999 (as amended) [32].

But in pure civil claim, the burden of proof will ultimately rests on the party who would fail if no further evidence is given on either side. As emphasized by Tobi JSC, in Buhari v. INEC [33] the “imaginary scale preponderates; and that is the standard, though oscillatory and at times nervous”. In Ajadi v. Ajibola, [34] one of the main issues for determination was whether the Petitioner/1st Respondent discharged the onus of proving on him to enable the burden to shift to the Appellant, who was declared winner of the Senatorial election in contention. Adamu JCA succinctly stated the following as to whether the onus of proof in election petitions shift:

“It is also admitted by the appellant that the results in exhibits “O” show 10 polling stations, exhibit AA (form EC8B) shows 9 wards. On the other hand, exhibit N1 which contains another (form EC8B) for the same ward contains, as shown in exhibit AA, the result of 9 wards. On the other hand, exhibit N1, which contains another form (EC8B) for the same ward contains the results from 10 wards. However, the appellant still argue that the burden of proof lies with the 1st Respondent to show that the alterations so proved by the evidence of PW9 and the supporting exhibits was not made in good faith. This view with respect is contrary to the principles of the burden of proof in civil cases, a fortiori, in election cases which are sui generis and require liberal and lighter proof on the balance of probability or on the preponderance of evidence on the part of the plaintiff. Thus, under section 137 of the Evidence Act (cap 112) Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1990, such a burden unlike the one on criminal case is not static but shifts from time to time and lies on a party who would fail if no evidence or further evidence is adduced on the issues”.

What is distillable from the illustrative dictum of his Lordship, Adamu JCA in the above case, is that whereas the initial onerous onus of proof of the alteration in the documents tendered on behalf of the petitioner by the PW9 shifted to the 1st Respondent, who was declared winner, it therefore did not lie on the 1st Respondent to insist that for the petitioner to be discharged of the onus on him, he must further establish lack of good faith in the alteration of the documents. Hence, once the petitioner established that the Independent Electoral Commission forms tendered on his behalf contained alterations, the burden of proving that the alterations were made in good faith shifts to the respondent who would lose at that stage if no further evidence is adduced.

The Supreme Court in the case of Omoboriowo v. Ajasin [36] held that the burden of proof is on the person who denies the correctness and authenticity of the return of a candidate to rebut the presumption and that the burden of proof is within the balance of probability or preponderance of evidence. In that case, the Supreme Court held, on rebutting the correctness of a result declared by a returning officer and on effectively discharging the burden of proof, as follows:

“...There is in law a rebuttable presumption that the result of any election declared by the returning officer is correct and authentic by virtue of sections 115, 148(C) and 149(1) of Evidence Act and the burden is on the person who denies the correctness and authenticity of the return to rebut the presumption. Where such denial is based on a mere complaint that the petitioner scored a majority of lawful votes, the rebuttal need only to be proved within the balance of probability. Although, neither party produced any of the statements or results showing the votes polled by each candidate at the polling booths, nevertheless, upon a careful
and thorough consideration of the totality of the evidence, the trial Court found the petitioner had discharged the burden of proof within the balance of probability because he had produced documentary evidence all along the line from the receipt of the results from the presiding officers; he had established how the figures for each constituency had been obtained and collated and there was a continuous chain of events leading to the total figures; the evidence of his witnesses was cogent and consistent and related directly to the results obtained from the polling booths. On the other hand, the trial Court found the evidence led by the respondents, failed to connect directly or indirectly the results relied on by the respondents with the polling booths. In consequence, the trial Court preferred the evidence of the witnesses for the petitioner to that of the witnesses for the respondents”.

On presumption in favour of the election result and onus on party challenging same and on onus of proof in civil cases, the Supreme Court held that ‘there is a rebuttable presumption that the result of any election declared by the Electoral commission is correct and authentic, and the burden lies on the party that disputes the correctness and authenticity of the result to lead rebuttal evidence”

By reason of the provisions of sections 131(1), (2), 132, 133(1)(2), and 136(1), (2) of the Evidence Act, it is incumbent on the party in a civil case who asserts in his pleading the existence of a particular fact is required to prove such fact by adducing credible evidence. If he fails to do so his case fails. On the other hand, if he succeeds in adducing evidence to prove the pleaded facts, he is said to have discharged the burden of proof that rests on him. The burden then shifts to his adversary, to prove that the fact established by the evidence adduced would not, on the preponderance of evidence result in the court giving judgment in favour of the party. In other words, the burden of proof in civil cases is not static or rigidly on one side as in criminal cases. It shifts from one side to the other, depending on the state of the evidence led in support of each of the party’s case. And where an issue is left in serious doubt as to make the court speculate, the party on whom the burden of proof ultimately rests must lose, because he has the burden of establishing the full facts that would persuade the court to find in his favour.

In Ogboru v. Oduaghan, [37] the Court of Appeal declared that the presumption of election results does not operate independently of some facts which will support it and based on this, the court held that the inconsistencies, questions and duplications of forms found in respect of the election negate any presumption of correctness or genuineness. On this score, the court was not persuaded by the arguments of the respondents that, in so far as the first respondent had been declared winner of the election, same enjoyed the presumption of regularity and that the burden of proof was on the petitioner who asserted that there was no election. The Respondents further argued that the petitioner must tender the voters’ register for the various polling units, in order to successfully establish their allegations that voters did not vote in the election. Also, that it was the duty of the petitioner to call voters from the various polling units to testify that they could not and indeed did not vote.

The crust of the decision in Ogboru v. Oduaghan (Supra) as subsequently amplified and followed by the Court of Appeal Agagu v. Mimiko [38] is that a petitioner who asserts the negative that no election held, has no burden to plead any documentary proof of their negative averment. On the score, the reasoning of Abdullahi PCA, in the latter case is very instructive. According to him: “The petitioner who asserted that no election held cannot be required to prove the holding of the election by producing its result. It is the Respondent/appellant who alleged that there was a free and fair election that is under obligation to tender the result of the election in the nature of form EC8A in proof of their assertion the election was freely and fairly conducted and results duly collated and declared. Their failure to do so means they failed to prove that elections were held and therefore, impliedly admitted that there was no election……”

The consequence of these decisions is that the onus to prove that election truly held to prove the truth of that assertion against a petitioner that asserts that no election was held, as the Court of Appeal has clearly shown that it is unprepared to extend the presumption of regularity in such circumstance. Furthermore, these decisions show that the consequences of the respondent’s failure in this regards will be fatal to their case, as the court would have to nullify the result declare by INEC. Accordingly:

In the face of this lacuna in the respondent’s pleadings, the irresistible conclusion is that the said election was afflicted by an irreversible electoral due process deficit. The deficit was so corrosive that it infested the entire process with an incurable or untreatable virus. Any vote returned in such circumstances for any particular voting unit must be invariably, infested with that virus of undue electoral process. [39] This is our findings in this case.

Conclusion
It is distillable from the foregoing that the consent of the governed is the bedrock of democracy which admits of regular and periodic elections. In every election circle in Nigeria, the electorates and not really the politicians end up being the victims of electoral fraud through the diabolical imposition of unpopular candidates on the electorates by a few individuals who stand to benefit themselves from the loyalty of such candidates. It is therefore incumbent on election petition tribunals to always bear in mind, that though the sui generis nature of election petitions precludes the electorates from challenging the result of such imposition, in the ultimate, it is the electorate that deserve justice by restoration of their mandate, freely given, to the candidates they chose. Therefore, to use the words of Chief Justice Hewart, in the case of R. v. Sussex Justices, Ex parte McCarthy, 67 “it is not merely of some importance, but is of fundamental importance that justice” … [for the electorate] should not only be done, but should manifestly and undoubtedly be seen to be done”. [40] It lends further credence to this by recognizing that “the purpose of election laws is to obtain a correct expression of the intent of the voters, without imposing unnecessary and unreasonable restraint on that right [41].”

It is therefore important also for the legislature to make electoral laws, from the beginning to the end, voters’ centered. While it will not be possible, for instance, to give voters the locus standi to challenge election result (as that would be too wide a floodgate to contemplate), I am of the opinion voters should be made an indispensable part of the process of proving the validity of election results. INEC officials and documents as well as party agents, insofar as there is always the possibility of compromising them,
should not be accorded so much place of importance in matters relating to the proof of validity of results. Also, for the purpose of election laws to be achieved in Nigeria’s electoral process without unreasonable restraint, that shallow intonement of “he who asserts must prove” as contained in the provisions of in sections 131(1) & (2), 132, 133(1) & (2) and 136(1) & (2) of the Evidence Act must necessarily be amended. It is fundamental to note that it is embodied in this provision (S. 136(1) of the Evidence Act) that: “… unless it is provided by any law that the proof of that fact shall lie on any particular person….” This can be provided in the Electoral Act if amended or in the alternative, the provisions of sections 131(1) & (2), 132 and 133(1) & (2) of the Evidence Act should be amended to expressly admit the application of the burden of proof on the pleadings. This means that whoever asserts the affirmative or the positive must prove on the state of the pleadings. It does not accord with logic and fairness to expect the petitioner to satisfactorily prove irregularities in the conduct of elections, as the documents he needs to assist him in this regards may not even be readily and fully disclosed to him by INEC. Why should not INEC which is responsible for the conduct of elections and declaration of results be the party that is saddled with the responsibility of proving regularity of conduct of elections? The presumption of regularity in election petition does not and cannot serve the end of justice; it only aids INEC to be reckless in the conduct of elections, knowing it has the presumption of regularity in its favour.
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